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Abstract Deep neural networks have been shown to excel in understanding multi-
media by using latent representations to learn complex and useful abstractions. How-
ever, they remain unpractical for embedded devices due to memory constraints, their
high latency and considerable power consumption at runtime. In this paper, we pro-
pose the compression of deep models based on learning lower dimensional subspaces
from their latent representations while maintaining a minimal loss of performance.
We leverage on the premise that deep convolutional neural networks extract many
redundant features to learn new subspaces for feature representation. We construct
a compressed model by reconstruction from representations captured by an already
trained large model. As compared to state-of-the-art, the proposed approach does not
rely on labeled data. Moreover, it allows the use of sparsity inducing LASSO parame-
ter penalty to achieve better compression results than when used to train models from
scratch. We perform extensive experiments using VGG-16 and wide ResNet mod-
els on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, MNIST and SVHN datasets. For instance, VGG-16
with 8.96M parameters trained on CIFAR-10 was pruned by 81.03% with only 0.26%
generalization performance loss. Correspondingly, the size of the VGG-16 model is
reduced from 35MB to 6.72MB to facilitate compact storage. Furthermore, the asso-
ciated inference time for the same VGG-16 model is reduced from 1.1 secs to 0.6 secs
so that inference is accelerated. Particularly, the proposed student models outperform
state-of-the-art approaches and the same models trained from scratch.
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1 Introduction

Many computer vision tasks work well with features that are learned using deep neu-
ral networks (DNNs) of few (i.e. 3-10) layers of latent representations [1; 2]. How-
ever, in recent times, analysing more complex multimedia with reasonable accuracies
has necessitated that we rely on features learned from deep networks of several lay-
ers of latent representations [3; 4; 5; 6] (i.e. over 10 layers), as many works [7; 8; 6]
posit the benefit of depth and width for approximating complex target functions. The
success of very deep networks on learning hard multimedia tasks has motivated their
deployment in various electronic devices. However, memory consumption is a ma-
jor concern when deploying applications on devices such as smart phones and other
portable devices. Furthermore, running large very deep models on portable devices
may result in unsatisfactory long inference time for operation. Lastly, such large very
deep models would inevitably increase the power consumption of portable electronic
devices and subsequently shorten battery life. The different aforementioned prob-
lems can work together to limit the deployment of very deep models in portable
electronic devices. For example, the popular AlexNet [9] has 61M parameters and is
about 250MB in memory size [10]. Model compression aims to reduce the number
of model parameters and memory size of large deep models, while incurring minimal
loss of model performance. Essentially, given a large model, referred to as teacher,
that has been trained to an acceptable performance; model compression attempts to
obtain from the teacher a small model, referred to as student, with minimal perfor-
mance loss [11].

Knowledge Distillation (KD) has been proposed as a solution to achieve model
compression [12; 13; 14] by training a student model to mimic an ensemble [11] or
via intermediate-level teacher hidden layers to guide the training process of a single
large model known as FitNets [15]. Both KD and FitNet employ objective functions
that aim to constrain the student model to learn global mapping functions1 that are
similar to that of the teacher model. However, the FitNet is an improvement over
KD, as in addition to directly employing the KD training objective, the hint from the
middle layer of the Teacher model is used to guide (i.e. constrain) the latent represen-
tation in the middle layer of the student model to closely mimic the Teacher model.
Nevertheless, we argue that the constraints used for learning both KD and FitNet are
considerably weak and do not provide a tight constraint on the family of local map-
ping functions2 that can be learned for composing the global mapping function of the
teacher model. Indeed, one can observe that the different hidden layers of both KD
and FitNet still have a large number of family of functions that can be used to approx-
imate the teacher’s global mapping function. In addition, the objective functions for
both KD and FitNet rely on data true labels for training. In real-life scenarios, avail-
ability of labeled data is usually limited; consequently, both KD and FitNet become
inapplicable.

In this paper, we address the aforementioned problems of KD and FitNet by view-
ing model compression as a subspace learning problem. On one hand, the proposed

1 Mapping from input data space to output (softmax) space
2 Mapping from a hypothetical hidden layer to the adjoining one



Fig. 1: Overall framework for the proposed subspace learning. It is assumed that the
teacher model, T , is already trained to convergence and then its parameters are frozen.
The Student model, S, is trained in a layer-wise fashion. In each stage, the hidden
layer of the student model, H l

s, is used to learn a subspace of the corresponding
hidden layer of teacher model, H l

t ; a cost function E(H l
t , o

l
s) that minimizes the

reconstruction error of the hidden repersentation of the teacher model H l
t and the

student model’s output ols is defined to achieve this. The output of each layer is the
variable given in the layer’s block. osmt and osms represent the softmax outputs of the
teacher model and student model, respectively.

subspace learning allows knowledge transfer from a large model to a small model
for the purpose of model compression. On the other hand, the same proposal permits
small models to mimic the hidden representations of trained large models without
using the KD training objective. Our approach imposes a tighter constraint (than KD
and FitNet) on the latent representations that the different hidden layers of the stu-
dent model can learn, given the teacher model. Furthermore, the proposed approach
suffices for training a student model with unlabeled data where both KD and FitNet
cannot be used. In addition, contrary to unpromising results reported in [16] using
sparsity inducing Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) [17]
as a penalty for model pruning, even after model retraining, the proposed latent sub-
space learning allows LASSO to be used with improved results without the need for
retraining. We posit that the end-to-end LASSO optimization of DNNs with complex
loss landscapes can impact convergence and solution stability [18].

Particularly, the model compression approach proposed herein is motivated by
two well-known important premises about deep networks: (i) they learn many redun-
dant features [19; 20], (ii) they are often over-parameterized [21]. Based on (i) and
(ii), one can assume that, with a high probability, there exist feature subspaces that
can considerably characterize the target function without much loss of generalization
capacity. As such, our contributions in this paper are as follows:

1. A new student model is constructed by learning latent subspaces for the repre-
sentations captured by an already trained large model. This provides a constraint



on the family of local functions that is learnable by all layers of the student in
comparison with KD [11] and FitNet [15].

2. A teacher model is compressible even when available data is unlabeled; where,
KD and FitNet are not applicable. In fact, the proposed student model results can
be further improved by using additional unlabeled data.

3. LASSO penalty can be incorporated in the proposed student model to improve
compression results without retraining as in [16]; this approach outperforms con-
ventional training with the LASSO penalty.

The overall framework of the proposed subspace learning is shown in Fig. 1. This
concept is similar in spirit to model pruning where a large model is first trained, and
then pruned using some scheme or criteria. Essentially, the idea is that large models
have enough parameters such that we have reasonably large search spaces to explore
different configurations of solutions for fitting complicated target functions. However,
such large models are generally cumbersome so that we are interested in trimming
them to obtain compact versions.

Note that this paper is different from KD [11] and FitNet [15] as follows: (i)
compression is performed in a layer-wise fashion; KD and FitNet compress all layers
jointly, (ii) the teacher and student models are of the same depth; the student is deeper
than the teacher in FitNet, and as such can undesirably increase inference time (iii)
the student model does not use the KD objective as in FitNet.

The proposed model compression approach has been applied to VGG-16 and
wide ResNet (W-ResNet) models using CIFAR-10 [22], CIFAR-100 [22], MNIST [23]
and SVHN [24] datasets. We achieve a considerable reduction in the number of model
parameters and therefore memory size with minimal loss of performance; its appli-
cation results in reduced power consumption and inference time. Our extensive ex-
perimental results show that the proposed approach outperforms similar compression
techniques, namely, KD and FitNets. Furthermore, the proposed approach outper-
forms several state-of-the-art results [25; 26; 27; 28] for similar models trained from
scratch. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, related works are discussed. Section 3 gives the background on the
proposed model compression approach along with the problem statement. Section 4
presents the proposed approach and Section 5 contains experimental results. The pa-
per is concluded in Section 6.

2 Related work

DNNs have found applications in various learning problems such as document rep-
resentation [29] and traffic flow prediction [30]. However, large DNNs are typically
cumbersome so that we can have problems that include large memory for storage,
enormous computing resource for operation and high latency during inference. Con-
sequently, several works have addressed model compression. They include parameter
pruning [16], quantization [31; 32], low-rank factorization [33; 34; 35], sparse con-
volution filters [36], and KD [37; 11; 15]. Pruning performs well in removing model
parameters that are redundant or not critical to the performance of the model [16].
Generally, all model parameters that fall below a certain threshold are removed from



the model, leading to a notable reduction in their number. We note that pruninng
methods that are based on L1-norm or L2-norm sparsity inducing penalties require
significantly higher number of training iterations for successful convergence [38].
The advantage of parameter quantization is the reduction of the required number of
bits for representing the individual model parameters [31; 32]. However, the draw-
backs of the quantization approach are significant performance loss [38] and special-
ized algorithms and hardware [39; 40] for running the compressed model.
Since most of the computational bottleneck in deep models usually lies in the con-
volution filters, low-rank factorization has been proposed in [33; 34] for tensor de-
composition that allows compressed models to perform faster inference. For exam-
ple, [35] used low rank factorization to achieve a 4.5× speedup while incurring only
1% generalization loss on the ILSVRC2012 dataset [41]. Unfortunately, low-rank
factorization methods are computationally expensive, and require extensive model
retraining after compression [38].
Sparsity constraints have also been employed for model compression. By learning
considerably sparse solutions, many model parameters can be removed from the
model without a significant loss of generalization capacity. The approach proposed
in [36] yielded over 90% of model parameters that were zeros, while incurring a gen-
eralization loss of under 1% on the ILSVRC2012 dataset [41]. Furthermore, [42]
used regularization penalty to enforce model parameters to have small values, have
been explored for building compact and explainable models. In [43], LASSO penalty
was used for model selection for random forest models given high-dimensional in-
puts; good results are reported for the resulting models. However, this approach suf-
fers from inconsistent results; for example, [16] reported unpromising results, and
thus employed l2-norm penalty instead for enforcing model parameters to have small
values. Other works that employed LASSO penalty for enforcing parameter sparsity
include feature selection [44], classification of Byopse images [45], temporal effects
in a data mining approach [46], regularization of hybrid models that work for falls de-
tection [47], time series forecasting [48] and regularizing fuzzy neural network [49].
One of the closely related works to this paper is KD. The idea is essentially either
of the following: (i) compress the knowledge from several models (i.e. ensemble)
into a single model [37; 11], or (ii) compress the knowledge from an already trained
large model (i.e. teacher) to a small one (i.e. student) [15]. In the ensemble case, the
aim is to obtain a single model that mimics the average prediction characteristics of
the ensemble. For instance, using automatic speech recognition, the KD proposed
approach [11] successfully compressed the knowledge in an ensemble of 10 models
into a single model with 0.49% loss in test frame accuracy. In [14], online native
ensemble is proposed for learning a single multi-branch network. The work reported
improved model generalization over the original models. Furthermore, knowledge
distillation has been combined with generative adversarial networks (GAN) for com-
pression [50], where it is argued that direct knowledge distillation results in subop-
timal learning of student models. Although interesting results were reported in the
work [50], a fair comparison with other compression methods is difficult due to the
data augmentation influence of the GAN employed. The proposed FitNets in [15]
took inspiration from [11] for model compression. FitNet is essentially KD with in-
termediate layer guidance for the student model such that the similarity of the repre-



sentations learned by the large and small models is improved.
Herein, we propose a new paradigm for deep learning model compression where the
goal is to learn a student model from an already learned teacher model as opposed to
training a student model from scratch.

3 Background and problem statement

3.1 Background: KD and FitNet

For distilling knowledge [11; 15] from a single teacher model (T ) into a student one
(S), the softened softmax outputs of T are incorporated into the target outputs for
training S. The goal is to constrain S to mimic the global mapping function of T .
Let T be the teacher model with an output softmax probability PT , S be the student
model with parameters WS and output softmax probability PS , τ the hyperparameter
for softening the logits of the teacher and student models, P τS the softened version
of PS and P τT the softened softmax output of the teacher model. The student model
in [11] is trained by optimizing a KD loss function LKD such that:

LKD(WS) = λH(y, PS) +H(P τT , P
τ
S ), (1)

where H is the cross-entropy loss function, λ is a hyperparameter for controlling the
impact of the hard target cross-entropy and y is the ground truth label for the training
data.

In FitNet [15], S is much deeper than T , and training is achieved using hint,
which is the latent representation of T at the middle of the model for guiding a single
hidden layer choosen in the student model, S. Note that by construction, S is deeper
and thinner than T for the FitNet. The parameters of S from the input (layer 1) up
to layer l in the network W 1:l

S are first pre-trained by reconstructing the outputs of
T at layer l, after which all the parameters of S denoted WS , are trained using KD
objective as in (1). A problem with the FitNet is that choosing the appropriate hidden
layer in S to be guided by the hints from T can be tricky in relation to compression
results. This can significantly increase the range of experiments required for obtaining
decent compression results.

3.2 Problem statement

Let the global mapping functions for T and S be denoted by Ft and Fs, respectively.
Also, let the local mapping functions for the different layers be f . Deep networks
learn compositional functions, thus using input data x. We can write the global map-
ping functions for T and S with L hidden layers and softmax layer denoted by sm as
follows

Ft = fsmt (fLt (...f
1
t (x;W

1
t )...);W

L
t );W

sm
t ), (2)

and
Fs = fsms (fLs (...f

1
s (x;W

1
s )...);W

L
s );W

sm
s ). (3)



First, from (2) and (3), it can be seen that KD in (1) constrains only fsms to mimic
fsmt . However, layers in S have a large family of functions to learn local mapping
functions from f1s to fLs . FitNet attempts to address this problem by constraining
fsms to mimic fsmt as in KD and also f js to mimic f jt ; where j denotes a layer in
the middle of S and T . Nevertheless, the other layers in S still have a large fam-
ily of functions to learn local mapping functions from. As such, it seems that the
task of joint knowledge transfer from all the (or several) hidden layers of the teacher
model to the student model is somewhat complicated. Subsequently, this may im-
pact generalization capacity of student models. Furthermore, the success of LASSO
for DNN compression based on sparsity requires the models to be well optimized
so that many parameters can attain very small values, and can therefore be removed
without hurting model performance. Unfortunately, training DNNs with many layers
is challenging due to units’ outputs saturation and explosion [51; 52], internal co-
variate shift [53], and gradients instability [51; 54]. Subsequently, incorporating an
additional constraint such as the LASSO penalty can make optimization even more
difficult. This problematic scenario using LASSO is reported in [16], where the work
settled for the L2-norm penalty instead. As such, decomposing the difficult joint op-
timization of all the hidden layers into a layer-wise optimization scheme would help
improve model optimization even with LASSO penalty, since the non-convexity of
the optimization problem is greatly reduced. Interestingly, we note that layer-wise
training typically improves model optimization and generalization [55; 56].
Second, both KD and FitNet rely on the true data label y for training the student
model and therefore limit their applicability.

In this work, the goal is to address the aforementioned compression problems:
(i) learn a student model in which local mappings are constrained to follow the local
mappings of the teacher model and (ii) a more general scenario in which an already
trained teacher model is available, but labeled data is unavailable for training the
student model.

4 Proposed latent subspace learning for compression

This section describes the compression of DNNs using the proposed latent subspace
learning. The overall compression framework is given in Fig. 2. The main aspects of
the framework include training the teacher model to convergence, extracting its latent
representations, training the Student model in a layer-wise fashion to reconstruct the
latent representations of the Teacher model, and finally fine-tuning the Student model
in an end-to-end fashion to align estimated parameters.

4.1 Latent subspace reparameterization

Deep networks typically learn many redundant features [19; 20; 33; 36] and are over-
parameterized [21; 36]; therefore there exists, with high likelihood, a latent subspace
that approximately captures the same latent representation. As such, we propose
to learn subspace features which construct a lower dimensional manifold that has



Fig. 2: Overall framework for compressing a Teacher deep model to obtain a Student
deep model via subspace learning

learned latent representations of a Teacher model. This has the benefit of a stream-
lined solution space that the individual layers have to explore. The proposed approach
consists in learning the Student model in a layer-wise fashion which decomposes and
eases the task of approximating the function learned by the teacher model. Hence, the
student model can focus on the solution that approximates the function that is already
captured by the teacher model via latent subspace learning. Consequently, this ap-
proach provides a tight constraint on the latent representations that S can learn, given
T , as supported by our experimental results in Section 5. Furthermore, the proposed
layer-wise latent subspace learning (i.e. layer pre-training) eases DNN training so that
the incoporation of the LASSO penalty does not plague optimization, since layers are
trained one at a time, as opposed to the conventional approach of joint training of all
layers [57]. That is, the original task of learning the Student model in an end-to-end
fashion is decomposed into a simpler optimization problem by learning the student
model in a layer-wise fashion using the latent representations of the Teacher model as
intermediate targets. On top of this, layer-wise training is useful for improving model
regularization [57; 58], as seen even in recent works [59; 60; 61].
We start by assuming that all the different layers of a deep model are over-parameterized
such that we obtain an overall over-parameterized teacher model T . We consider a
deep teacher model indexed, t, with latent representation H l

t at layer l and the num-
ber of free parameters θlt = |W l

t |, where W is the weight matrix. Generally, T has
θlt � 10p, where p can range from 2 to 6 such that a large solution space (or solution
configurations) can be explored during optimization [20]. This is obvious for deep
models which are typically over-parameterized relative to the number of training ex-
amples and therefore result in under-determined systems [62]. The objective herein
is to learn a deep student model S indexed s from T such that the number of stu-
dent’s free parameters θls, where θls = |W l

s|, is less than their corresponding teacher’s
free parameters θlt without loss of model generalization performance. The problem of
finding a compressed model S is formulated as learning a feature subspace (i.e. lower
dimensional manifold) for the latent representations already captured by the teacher
model T . The task of compressing via feature subspace learning allows us to learn a



deep student model S such that θls < θlt via reconstruction as summarized in Fig. 2
and detailed below.
The teacher model T is first trained to good convergence using a training dataset
{xn, yn}Nn=1. Thereafter, {xn}Nn=1 or another unlabeled dataset {un}Kn=1 is used for
obtaining the teacher latent representations H l

t at every layer, where 1 ≤ l ≤ L and
L is the depth of the model excluding the output (i.e. softmax) layer.
The student model S is then constructed of the same number of hidden layers as T ,
but with reduced number of convolution filters or hidden units for every layer; that is
θls < θlt. Use H l−1

s as the input and task the hidden layer H l
s to encode the recon-

struction of the teacher’s latent representationH l
t in the student model output layer as

ols . Note that H1
s is obtained by using {xn}Nn=1 as the input and reconstructing H1

t

as the target output. Henceforth, the weights between the input and hidden layer are
referred to as the ‘encoder weights’. Similarly, the weights between the hidden and
output layer of any model are referred to as the ‘decoder weights’. The teacher model
latent representation reconstruction at layer l using the student model layer l with
encoder weights W lenc

s , decoder weights W ldec

s encapsulated as W l
s and activation

function ϕ, can be performed by optimizing the cost function:

J(W l
s) = argmin

W l
s

N∑
n=1

(H l
t

n − ols
n
)
2
, (4)

where,
ols =W ldec

s H l
s =W ldec

s ϕ(W lenc

s H l−1
s ). (5)

Model parameters W ldec

s and W lenc

s can be updated with block gradient descent al-
gorithm using the following equations.

∆W ldec

s = −η ∂J(W
l
s)

∂W ldec
s

, (6)

∆W lenc

s = −η ∂J(W
l
s)

∂W lenc

s

. (7)

For the student model softmax layer output osms , we use HL
s as input and task osms

to reconstruct the softmax layer output of the teacher model osmt as its output; the
incoming and outgoing weights of output layer altogether are denoted W o

s . Note that
the output logits are not softened for both the teacher and student models. The true
labels {yn}Nn=1 are not used for the input data {xn}Nn=1 to learn osms . Rather, the
softmax layer outputs osmt of the teacher model are used. The encoder weights of W l

s

and W o
s , W lenc

s and W oenc

s , respectively, are saved for the alignment stage.
Furthermore, model compression via sparsity inducing LASSO3 constraint is em-
ployed to improve the level of compression while incurring minimal (or no loss)
of model test performance. This is achieved by adding L1-norm of model param-
eters [17] as a penalty term to (4); thus we can write a new training cost function
as

J(W l
s) = argmin

W l
s

{ N∑
n=1

(H l
t

n − ols
n
)
2
+ λ ‖W lenc

s ‖1
}
, (8)

3 LASSO and L1-norm are used interchangably



Algorithm 1: Batch-wise subspace learning and fine-tuning

1. Given an already trained teacher model, T , do (2).
2. Sample Hl

t , the activations of T at layer l, using training data.
3. Initialize the layer weights of the student model S.
4. Using Hl−1

s as input and student model layer Hl
s, reconstruct

Hl
t in the student’s model output layer. At convergence, do (5)

5. Save W lenc

s , the encoder parameters of Hl
s.

6. Update l −→ l + 1, and do (2) to (5) while l ≤ L
7. Using HL

s as input and student model output layer, osms ,
osmt as output, and save encoder weights, W oenc

s .
8. Restore W lenc

s and W oenc

s , all the individual layer weights
of S obtained via subspace learning.
9. Align all student layer weights via fine-tuning.

where λ controls the impact ofL1-norm penalty onW lenc

s . Note thatL1-norm penalty
is not applied to the weights connections from the hidden layers to the output layer.

4.2 Parameters assembly, fine-tuning and pruning

Note that during subspace learning, the different layers are trained without the explicit
knowledge of the other layers. Hence, there is a need to perform parameters alignment
by assembling all the encoder weights of all the different layers of the student model,
and training the whole student model weights altogether again using gradient descent
algorithm. The procedure of parameters alignment is referred to as ‘fine-tuning’ and
is described as follows. The student model is assembled for fine-tuning to improve the
alignment of the parameters of the different layers towards the global cost function.
All the parameters of the student model, Ws, are trained in an end-to-end fashion;
that is, using input xn, target teacher output otn and cost function J(Ws), we can
minimize the negative conditional loglikehood of the training data defined as follows:

J(Ws) = − argmin
Ws

N∑
n=1

logP (ot
n|xn). (9)

Models that employ LASSO penalty for subspace learning also employ the same
penalty term for parameters fine-tuning. Similar to the subspace learning stage, an
L1-norm penalty term is added to the conventional cost function in (10); thus the
fine-tuning cost function for models that use LASSO penalty can be written as

J(Ws) = argmin
Ws

{
−

N∑
n=1

logP (ot
n|xn) + λ ‖Ws ‖1

}
, (10)

where notations remain as earlier described. For the sake of conciseness, the proposed
compression approach is summarized in Algorithm 1 using a suitable training batch
size; LASSO penalty can also be employed.



For student models that are trained using sparsity inducing LASSO penalty, pa-
rameters pruning is performed after model fine-tuning to further increase compres-
sion level at minimal performance loss. This follows from the fact that depending on
the value of λ for L1-norm penalty, there are many parameters that are zeros. Also,
many other parameters have very small values. These parameters can be pruned (i.e.
removed) from the model without significantly impacting model performance. In or-
der to achieve this, a pruning threshold, Th, is set such that any model parameter,
wj , below the threshold is pruned: wj −→ 0, ∵ wj < Th. However, in contrast to
a similar approach [16], the pruning method in this paper is not iterative; that is, the
student model is not retrained after pruning. Later on, we show that the initial sub-
space learning indeed conditions the parameters of the student model such that good
compression results without the need for model retraining after pruning.

For compressing W-ResNet models with skip connections, we consider each ResNet
block as a layer. Specifically, each ResNet block in the student model is tasked with
reconstructing the output of the corresponding ResNet block in the teacher model.

4.3 Subspace learning, mutual information and convergence

In this section, we show the relationship between the proposed subspace learning and
mutual information I maximization similar to auto-encoding. Considering (4) and
(5), where H l

s is used to learn the reconstruction of H l
t ; we can write I between H l

s

and H l
t as

I(H l
s;H

l
t) = E

[
log

P (H l
s, H

l
t)

P (H l
s)P (H

l
t)

]
, (11)

where (11) can be written in terms of entropy H as

I(H l
s;H

l
t) = H(H l

t)−H(H l
t |H l

s), (12)

and maximizing I in (11) amounts to maximizing

argmax
W l

s

I(H l
s;H

l
t) = − argmax

W l
s

H(H l
t |H l

s). (13)

Particularly, observe from (11) that I is zero when H l
s and H l

t are independent; this
is the case before training in which the weights of the student model are randomly
initialized. However, subspace learning aims to maximize I as in (13); after training,
H l
s andH l

t are highly dependent [63]. In Section 5, experiments that validate this are
reported.
Furthermore, DNNs can be hard to train due to numerous local minima that arise
owing to their compositional structure. Namely, propagating input data over several
layers in the forward pass and backpropagating error gradients via several layers for
weights update can make optimization challenging. Interestingly, the proposed sub-
space learning decomposes learning the student model into stages, where each layer
is trained singly and thus eliminates the aforementioned problems associated with
joint training of all layers. Again, in Section 5, experiments that support faster con-
vergence as compared to training from scratch are given.



5 Experiments

5.1 General settings

For validating our proposal, we perform extensive experiments using images from
benchmarking datasets. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
compression approach, we consider two scenarios: (1) Labeled data is available (CIFAR-
10, CIFAR-100 and MNIST datasets) for training the teacher and student models as
in [11; 15] and (2) An already trained teacher model is available (SVHN dataset), but
labeled data is unavailable for training the student model.

For the teacher model, plain network VGG-16, and W-ResNet-16-8 with skip
connections models are used. The architectures of the student models are akin to
the teacher model except for the reduction in the number of convolution filters or
hidden units. The teacher and student models are trained with mini-batch stochas-
tic gradient descent using the ADAptive Moment estimation (ADAM) optimization
technique [64], dropout [65] and batch normalization [66]. For the teacher and student
models, their respective initial learning rates are annealed from 10−3 to a final value
of 10−6; the stagnation of the training loss within a value of 10−3 after 5 epochs is
used to achieve the annealing. For all the proposed student models reported in this pa-
per, a maximum of 30 epochs are used for the reconstruction of teacher model latent
representations. i.e. subspace learning. All the reported teacher and student models
have the same depth. The design of the architectures of student models for KD ap-
proaches is usually achieved via experimentation [12; 15; 11]. However, we simplify
the architectural design of the student models by only reducing the layer width of the
teacher models by a constant factor. We experiment with two different compressed
student models referred to as stud-s (“s” denotes small) and stud-m (“m” denotes
medium) that are obtained by reducing the number of filters (i.e. for convolution lay-
ers) and units (i.e. for fully connected layers) in every layer of the teacher model by
one-half and one-quarter, respectively4.

In the first scenario, the teacher model is trained, after which the proposed ap-
proach is employed for compressing the knowledge already acquired into the student
models. To further improve compression results based on number of model param-
eters and memory size (in Megabytes: MB), experiments on student models trained
with L1-norm are performed as discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Different pruning
threshold values of Th in the range 10−5 to 5 × 10−3 are used for training. Particu-
larly, detailed result metrics after pruning such as test accuracy, % (percentage) loss
of test accuracy, new number of model parameters, memory size and % (percentage)
reduction in memory size are reported. All the results for comparison are obtained
after fine-tuning. For control experiments and results comparison, the students are
trained from scratch on the same dataset with and without L1-norm penalty. In addi-
tion, knowledge distillation is employed for training the student models.

4 Codes will be made publicly available upon paper acceptance



Table 1: Compression results on CIFAR-10 dataset

Models Param. P% Sz(MB) Acc.(%)
VGG-16

Stud-s: (scratch) 0.56M 93.75 2.20 88.72
Stud-m: (scratch) 1.7M 81.03 6.72 91.90

Stud-s: (KD) 0.56M 93.75 2.20 88.93
Stud-m: (KD) 1.7M 81.03 6.72 92.06
Stud-s: (SL) 0.56M 93.75 2.20 91.72
Stud-m: (SL) 1.7M 81.03 6.72 93.55

Pruning [67] in [68] 2.6M 82.7 9.90 91.25
Pruning [67] in [68] 1.08M 92.8 4.30 86.85

L2PF [68] 2.6M 82.7 9.90 92.15
L2PF [68] 1.08M 92.8 4.30 89.85

Slimming [69] 2.26M 88.7 9.22 92.27
LSTM pruning [69] 2.26M 88.7 9.22 93.30

Fitnet [15] 2.50M 72.20 9.90 91.61
W-ResNet-16-8
Stud-s: (scratch) 0.7M 93.64 2.83 93.37
Stud-m: (scratch) 2.7M 75.45 10.87 94.89

Stud-s: (KD) 0.7M 93.64 2.83 93.76
Stud-m: (KD) 2.7M 75.45 10.87 94.74
Stud-s: (SL) 0.7M 93.64 2.83 94.35
Stud-m: (SL) 2.7M 75.45 10.87 95.21

Pruning [67] in [68] 3.53M 67.9 13.86 88.73
Pruning [67] in [68] 2.38M 78.4 9.37 74.23

L2PF [68] 3.53M 67.9 13.86 93.53
L2PF [68] 2.38M 78.4 9.37 92.33

Fig. 3: Compressed VGG models convergence rate for the first few epochs

5.2 Results and discussion

5.2.1 CIFAR-10

The CIFAR-10 dataset contains natural color images that belong to 10 different classes.
There are 50,000 and 10,000 training and testing images, respectively. Also, we per-
form standard data augmentation as in horizontal flipping, translation by 4 pixels and
border reflection. The teacher and student models are trained for a maximum of 250
epochs. The student models are fine-tuned for 250 epochs after initial subspace learn-



Fig. 4: Convolution maps activations for the first layer of VGG-16 models trained
on CIFAR-10 dataset; models have been simulated using an image from the ‘horse’
class. Compression enforces increased units activities in stud-m and stud-s relative to
the teacher model

Fig. 5: Average units’ activations over CIFAR-10 dataset; the third convolution layer
of trained VGG-16 models are shown. Most units in the teacher models operate with
small activations; most units’ activations in stud-m and stud-s have been redistributed
to have larger values to compensate for compression

ing. The VGG-16 teacher model has 8.96M parameters (param.) of size 35MB, and
achieves a test accuracy of 93.79%. W-ResNet-16-8 has 11M param. of size 43MB,
and achieves a test accuracy of 95.23%. The results of comparing the compressed
and trained student models are given in Table 1, where Param., P%, Sz(MB) and
Acc.(%) denote the number of model parameters after compression, percentage of
pruned parameters, model size and test accuracy. Also, scratch, SL and N.A. denote
models trained from scratch, using the proposed Subspace Learning and Not Appli-
cable, respectively. Fig. 3a shows that the proposed VGG stud-m model trained with
subspace learning (i.e. stud-m (SL)) is close to the final solution than when the same
models are trained from scratch or with KD, since layerwise subspace learning can
explore the reduction of model non-convexity to estimate initial model parameters
that are close to one of the optima solutions for the end-to-end fine-tuning phase.
During fine-tuning, stud-m with SL starts with a training accuracy of 88%. Using the
VGG model, it is observed that before fine-tuning, stud-s and stud-m already yield



Table 2: Compression results for proposed stud-m model trained with LASSO and
then pruned using different Th (pruning threshold value) values on CIFAR-10 dataset;
P% is in reference to the VGG teacher model used for Table 1

Th (×10−3) 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1 5
Proposed: Acc.(%) 92.82 92.82 92.83 92.75 92.79 92.32
Proposed: Param. 0.78M 0.74M 0.7M 0.56M 0.48M 0.28M

Proposed: P% 91.29 91.74 92.19 93.75 94.64 96.88
Proposed: Sz(MB) 3.04 – – 2.20 – 1.17

Stud-m (scratch): Acc.(%) 90.95 – – 89.85 – 89.68
*Baseline (proposed stud.-m without LASSO): Param. = 1.7M, P%=81.03, 6.72MB and Acc.(%)=92.98

test accuracies of 87.94% and 91.81%, respectively; this validates that local mapping
functions are indeed learned during subspace learning. Fig. 4 shows the convolution
maps for the first layer of the teacher, stud-m and stud-s models. We observe that
compression enforces the hidden units of stud-m and stud-s to be more active (i.e. at-
tain higher values) as feature detectors than the units in the teacher model. To further
validate this, we report in Fig. 5 the distribution of average activations of the hid-
den units over the entire dataset, where increased units activitions allow the model to
compensate for the pruned units (i.e. compression), and thus ameliorate performance
loss; the work [16] made a similar observation on the weights of pruned models. From
Table 1, it is seen for both VGG-16 and W-ResNet that the student models obtained
using the proposed approach outperform the same models trained from scratch and
those obtained using knowledge distillation and FitNet. In addition, the test errors for
deep models from earlier works with comparable depth and parameters as the student
models trained in this paper are given.
Table 2 reports results on compression results for the proposed stud-m, using VGG-

16 as the teacher model, trained based on latent subspace learning with a L1-norm
penalty (λ) of 5× 10−5 and then pruned using different Th values. It is seen that fur-
ther compression after pruning is achieved with minimal loss of model generalization
performance, especially compared to student models with the same number of model
parameters that are trained from scratch. For example, with 0.56M parameters, the
proposed student model achieves a test accuracy of 92.75%, while a similar student
model with L1-norm trained from scratch achieves only 89.85% test accuracy.

5.2.2 CIFAR-100

The CIFAR-100 dataset contains natural colour images belong to 100 different classes.
There are 50,000 and 10,000 training and testing images, respectively. Also, we
perform data augmentation similar to the CIFAR-10 dataset. The VGG-16 teacher
model has 8.96M parameters (param.) of size 35MB, and achieves a test accuracy of
72.32%. W-ResNet-16-8 has 11M param. of size 43MB, and achieves a test accuracy
of 78.53%. Fig. 3b shows that stud-m trained using subspace learning (i.e. stud-m
(SL)) is again closer to the final solution than when training from scratch or when
using KD; during fine-tuning, stud-m with SL starts with a training accuracy of 52%.



Table 3: Compression results on CIFAR-100 dataset

Models Param. P% Sz(MB) Acc.(%)
VGG-16

Stud-s: (scratch) 0.56M 93.75 2.20 63.55
Stud-m: (scratch) 1.70M 81.03 6.72 67.19

Stud-s: (KD) 0.56M 93.75 2.20 64.50
Stud-m: (KD) 1.70M 81.03 6.72 67.64
Stud-s: (SL) 0.56M 93.75 2.20 68.83
Stud-m: (SL) 1.70M 81.03 6.72 70.07
Slimming [69] 3.4M 83.00 13.47 69.41

LSTM pruning [69] 5.98M 70.10 23.41 73.26
Fitnet [15] 2.50M 72.20 9.90 64.96

W-ResNet-16-8
Stud-s: (scratch) 0.70M 93.64 2.83 71.73
Stud-m: (scratch) 2.70M 75.45 10.87 75.88

Stud-s: (KD) 0.7M 93.64 2.83 71.76
Stud-m: (KD) 2.7M 75.45 10.87 75.97
Stud-s: (SL) 0.70M 93.64 2.83 73.04
Stud-m: (SL) 2.70M 75.45 10.87 77.12

Fig. 6: Convolution maps activations for the first layer of VGG-16 models trained on
CIFAR-100 dataset; models have been simulated using an image from the ‘elephant’
class. It is observed that compression imposes increased units activities in stud-m and
stud-s relative to the teacher model

The results of comparing the compressed and trained student models are given in Ta-
ble 3 as the test classification accuracy.
Fig. 6 shows the convolution maps for the first layer of the teacher, stud-m and stud-s
models. We observe that compression enforces the hidden units of stud-m and stud-s
to be more active (i.e. attain higher values) as feature detectors than the units in the
teacher model. To further validate this, we report in Fig. 7 the distribution of aver-
age activations of the hidden units overall the entire dataset. From Table 3, it is seen
that the student models obtained using the proposed approach outperforms the same
models trained from scratch and those obtained using knowledge distillation. Again,
it is seen that for VGG-16 and W-ResNet architectures, the proposed student models



Fig. 7: Average units’ activations over CIFAR-100 dataset; the first convolution layer
of trained VGG-16 models are shown. Most units in the teacher models operate with
small activations; most units’ activations in stud-m and stud-s have been redistributed
to have larger values to compensate for compression

Table 4: Compression results for proposed stud-m model trained with LASSO and
then pruned using different Th (pruning threshold value) values on CIFAR-100
dataset; P% is in reference to the VGG teacher model used for Table 3

Th (×10−3) 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1 5
Proposed: Acc.(%) 71.52 71.54 71.52 71.59 71.58 70.03
Proposed: Param. 0.95M 0.94M 0.93M 0.86M 0.8M 0.54M

Proposed: P% 89.40 89.51 89.62 90.40 91.07 93.97
Proposed: Sz(MB) 3.80 – – 3.50 – 2.20

Stud-m (scratch): Acc.(%) 68.92 – – 68.22 – 64.34
*Baseline (proposed stud.-m without LASSO): Param. = 1.7M, P%=81.03, 6.77MB and Acc.(%)=71.31

yield better results as compared with student models trained from scratch, KD and
FitNet. In addition, the test errors for deep models from earlier works with compara-
ble depth as the student models trained in this paper are given.
Again, using VGG-16 as the teacher model, compression results for the proposed

stud-m trained based on latent subspace learning with a L1-norm penalty (λ) of
5 × 10−5 and then pruned using different Th values are given in Table 4. It is seen
that further compression after pruning is achieved with improved model generaliza-
tion performance, especially compared to student models with the same number of
model parameters that are trained from scratch. For example, with 0.86M parameters,
the proposed student model achieves a test accuracy of 71.59%, while a similar stu-
dent model with L1-norm trained from scratch achieves only 68.22% test accuracy.
We observe that compression also allows the model to perform faster inference; this
is an extremely important attribute for processing multimedia such as photos in real
(or near real) time. Fig. 8 shows the inference time for compressed VGG and W-
ResNet models on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 test sets. The direct implication is that
with minimal loss of generalization performance (i.e. Tables 1 & 3), model latency
for operation can be reduced. The results in Fig. 8 are obtained using a workstation
with 32GB of RAM, i7 processor and Nvidia GTX 1080Ti GPU.



Fig. 8: Model inference time for test set of dataset

Table 5: Compression results on MNIST dataset

Models Param. P% Sz(MB) Acc.(%)
Stud-s: (scratch) 8.4K 98.50 0.12 99.11
Stud-m: (scratch) 29K 94.82 0.20 99.34

Stud-s: (KD) 8.4K 98.50 0.12 99.20
Stud-m: (KD) 29K 94.82 0.20 99.49
Stud-s: (SL) 8.4K 98.50 0.12 99.30
Stud-m: (SL) 29K 94.82 0.20 99.54

Fitnet [15] 30K 91.69 0.26 99.49
Highway nets. [5] 39K N.A. 0.30 99.43

5.2.3 MNIST

The MNIST dataset contains binary images of handwritten digits 0-9. There are
50,000 and 10,000 test samples in the dataset. For this dataset, we train a VGG-like
teacher model with 560K parameters on the MNIST dataset with no data augmen-
tation. W-ResNet is not trained on MNIST dataset which is considered simpler to
learn than CIFAR and SHVN datasets. The VGG-16 teacher model has 560K param.
of size 2.32MB, and achieves a test accuracy of 99.61%. Subsequently, two student
VGG-like models with 8.4K (stud-s) and 29K (stud-m) parameters are constructed
and trained using the proposed compression approach. Again, Fig. 3c shows that
stud-m trained using subspace learning (i.e. stud-m (SL)) converges to a solution that
is in the proximity of the final solution than when training from scratch or using KD;
during fine-tuning, stud-m with SL starts with a training accuracy of 96%. It is ob-
served that before fine-tuning, stud-s and stud-m have test accuracies of 98.36% and
99.30%, respectively; this once again shows that local mapping functions are indeed
learned by the student models.

Table 5 shows the experimental results, along with other results from models of



Fig. 9: Convolution maps activations for the first layer of models trained on MNIST
dataset; models have been simulated using an image from the ‘five’ class. Compres-
sion enforces increased units activities in stud-m and stud-s relative to the teacher
model

Fig. 10: Average units’ activations over MNIST dataset; the first convolution layer of
trained models are shown. It is observed that most units in the teacher models operate
with small activations, while most units’ activations in stud-m and stud-s have been
redistributed to have larger values to compensate for compression

similar depth reported earlier works. Again, it will be seen that the student models
obtained using the proposed approach outperforms the same models trained from
scratch and those obtained using knowledge distillation. For example, at 94.82% and
91.38% reduction in parameters and memory size respectively, the proposed stud-m
incurs a generalization loss of 0.07%, while stud-m trained from scratch incurs a gen-
eralization loss of 0.27% and the same model obtained using knowledge distillation
has generalization loss of 0.12%. Also, stud-m with 29K parameters that is obtained
using the proposed approach outperforms the Fitnet with 30K parameters. In addi-
tion, the test errors for deep models from earlier works with comparable depth as the
student models trained in this paper are given. Fig. 9 shows the convolution maps for
the first layer of the teacher, stud-m and stud-s models. We observe that compression
enforces the hidden units of stud-m and stud-s to be more active (i.e. attain higher
values) as feature detectors than the units in the teacher model. To further validate
this, we report in Fig. 10 the distribution of average activations of the hidden units



Table 6: Compression results for proposed stud-m model trained with LASSO and
then pruned using different Th (pruning threshold value) values on MNIST dataset;
P% is in reference to the teacher model used for Table 5

Th (×10−3) 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1 2
Proposed: Acc.(%) 99.44 99.44 99.44 99.40 99.43 99.38
Proposed: Param. 20.07K 17.46K 15.21K 9.29K 7.84K 6.53K

Proposed: P% 96.42 96.88 97.28 98.34 98.60 98.83
Proposed: Sz(MB) 0.19 – – 0.15 – 0.14

Stud-m (scratch): Acc.(%) 99.44 – – 99.32 – 99.27
*Baseline (proposed stud.-m without LASSO): Param. = 29K, P%=94.82, 0.2MB and Acc.(%)=99.54

Table 7: Compression results on SVHN dataset

Models Param. P% Acc.(%)
Stud-m: SL 1.7M 81.03 96.74

Stud-m: (KD) [11] with λ = 0 1.7M 81.03 96.04

overall the entire dataset.
Compression results for the proposed stud-m trained based on latent subspace learn-
ing with a L1-norm penalty (λ) of 10−3 and then pruned using different Th values
are given in Table 6. It will be seen that further compression after pruning is achieved
with minimal loss of model generalization performance, especially compared to stu-
dent models with the same number of model parameters that are trained from scratch.
For example, with 6.53K parameters, the proposed student model achieves a test ac-
curacy of 99.38%, while a similar student model with L1-norm trained from scratch
achieves only 99.27% test accuracy.

5.2.4 SVHN

For this dataset, which has over 600,000 samples, the aim is to demonstrate that one
can easily construct a model compression scenario in which neither knowledge distil-
lation nor Fitnet is applicable. Particularly, one can assume that only a trained teacher
model and unlabeled data that comes from the same distribution as the original data
used for training teacher model are available. This scenario is not uncommon in prac-
tice where the collection of labeled data is quite expensive. For this situation where
knowledge distillation and Fitnet cannot be employed since they rely on labeled data,
we show that the proposed compression approach yields very promising results using
the SVHN dataset. Furthermore, it demonstrates that the proposed approach can be
employed for large datasets such as SVHN.

The SVHN (Street View House Number) dataset contains real-life Google street
view images with digits in the range 0-9. There are 73,257 and 26,032 digits for
training and testing, respectively. In addition, there are 531,131 somewhat easier
digits that are used as extra training data. For this dataset, the standard training is
not followed as in [26]. Instead, an interesting scenario that allows the validation of
applicability of the proposed approach is crafted. A VGG teacher model of 8.96M



Fig. 11: Student model test classification accuracy with number of training samples
for the SVHN dataset

parameters is trained on the training data (i.e. 73,257 samples) for 50 epochs. We
assume that the extra training data provided is unlabeled. For model compression,
only the extra training data are used for obtaining a trained student model of 1.7M
(stud-m) parameters based on the proposed compression approach; the student model
is trained for 50 epochs. The teacher model achieves a test accuracy of 95.92%.

Table 7 shows the classification accuracy of the trained models on the SVHN
test data (i.e. 26,032 samples) that were not used for training the teacher and student
models; a test accuracy of 96.74% is achieved. It is observed that the student model
outperforms the teacher model. This observation is interesting, since we would expect
the student model to slightly lag the teacher model in test performance. The student
model was never trained on any of the data samples found in the training set for the
teacher model. Our explanation is that in contrast to the teacher model that acquires
knowledge using only the original training set, the student model in this case acquires
knowledge in two ways (i) by learning the latent representations of the teacher model,
it indirectly learns from the original training set (ii) learns from the newly provided
unlabeled data. KD requires true data labels y for training (i.e. as in (1)); [11] partic-
ularly mentioned that this is the formulation for which KD works well, and no results
without true data labels were reported. However, one can set λ = 0 in (1) so that y
is not required; the first term is ignored and we arrive at the scenario similar to [37].
This approach is thus employed for testing the performance of KD using the same
training settings as in subspace learning; test accuracy of 96.04% is obtained for KD
as given in Table 7.
Fig. 11 shows how the size of the unlabeled dataset impacts the performance of the
student model; the teacher model is used as a reference. For this experiment, the
number of unlabeled data samples used for learning the student model is varied from
20,000 to 531,131. It is shown that the student model outperforms the teacher model
starting from when 40,000 samples and beyond are used for learning. Also, it is
shown that the performance of the proposed approach does not degrade drastically



Fig. 12: Sparsity ratios for different values of L1-norm penalty term, λ

Fig. 13: CIFAR-10 test accuracy for different pruning threshold, Th, and L1-norm
penalty, λ

as the size of unlabeled dataset available for model compression decreases. For ex-
ample, with 20,000 samples, the student model already achieves a test accuracy of
95.68%; this corresponds to a generalization loss of 0.25%. In addition, Fig. 11 sug-
gests that increasing the size of unlabeled data used for model compression should
result in further improvement of the student model performance.

5.3 Ablation studies

In this section, ablation studies for experiments that employed LASSO regularization
for further model compression are presented. First, the sparsity ratio (i.e. amount of
sparsity) that can be induced for different values of the L1-norm penalty, λ, is stud-



Fig. 14: CIFAR-100 test accuracy for different pruning threshold, Th, and L1-norm
penalty, λ

Fig. 15: MNIST test accuracy for different pruning threshold, Th, and L1-norm
penalty, λ

ied; the sparisty ratio, Sr, is the ratio of the number of zero-valued parameters to the
total number of model parameters. The sparsity ratio results for the models trained
with L1-norm penalty on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and MNIST datasets discussed in
Sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 are given in Fig. 12. It is seen that sparsity ratios in-
crease with an increase in the value of L1-norm penalty. For example, using L1-norm
penalty of 5× 10−4 for CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and MNIST datasets, sparsity ratios
of 0.87, 0.84 and 0.9 can be induced, respectively.
In addition, we observe how the L1-norm penalty, λ, and pruning threshold val-

ues, Th, hyperparameters impact compression results based on achieved test accura-
cies. For experiments, the same models and settings on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and



MNIST datasets as in Sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, respectively, are used. Fig. 13,
Fig.14 and Fig.15 show results on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and MNIST datasets, re-
spectively. It is seen that λ = 5×10−5 yields best accuracy given compression results
for the models trained on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets, while λ = 1 × 10−3

yields best accuracy given compression results for the model trained on the MNIST
dataset. Finally, note that the sparsity ratios for different values of λ in Fig. 12 cor-
responds with the test accuracies reported in Fig. 13, Fig.14 and Fig.15 for similar
datasets. For instance, on MNIST dataset, λ = 1 × 10−3 corresponds to a sparsity
ratio of 0.96 from Fig. 12, and a test accuracy of 99.5% using Th = 5 × 10−4 from
Fig. 15.

6 Conclusion

Deep neural networks have proven powerful for understanding multimedia, which
include photos, videos and texts. However, the large memory size of these networks
and long inference time can limit their applications on electronic devices with small
computational resources. As such, we propose in this paper, a generic method to com-
press large (teacher) models into smaller ones (student models). As deep networks
typically learn lots of redundant features and are over–parameterized, therefore there
exists with high likelihood a feature subspace that approximately captures the same
latent representation. The essence of the approach is to learn this feature subspace
in a layer-wise fashion to construct a deep student model. Moreover, we show that
LASSO penalty results in improved compression results when employed for the pro-
posed student model compared to a student model trained from scratch. Using the
proposed compression method, extensive experiments on four standard datasets show
that a drastic reduction of model parameters can be achieved without incurring signif-
icant loss of generalization performance. It is interesting that the proposed approach
suffices in the cases where knowledge distillation and FitNets cannot be employed;
that is, unavailability of labeled data. The experimental results of the proposed student
models outperform those trained from scratch, using knowledge distillation, FitNet
and other models with comparable number of parameters or depth. In addition, results
obtained using the proposed approach suggest that abundant unlabeled data (which is
usually available in real-life) can be leveraged to improve compression results such
that the student model even outperforms the teacher model.
For future work, it will be interesting to explore the automatic estimation of the suit-
able number of convolution filters and hidden units in the Student model that results
in the optimal subspace learning; this is as opposed to hand engineering of the Student
model as seen in this paper and similar works [11; 12; 15]. The estimation scheme
should allow the best reconstruction of the latent representations of the Teacher model
using an optimal number of hidden units. A promising direction for this is the grad-
ual increase of the Student model’s convolution filters and hidden units based on the
maximization of the mutual information between the Student and Teacher models.
The goal is to stop adding more convolution filters and hidden units to the Student
model when the mutual information objective ceases to improve.
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